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" Think of their eyes ... " Rael

Synopsis

Editorial
Sweet Angels of the ground, dream of our
Fathers, think of their eyes, our role in the
Universe is invaluable it is a humble gift of
conscious and universal love.
Angel's Feathers is the link between us all,
turned, towards the women of the society,
offered, to our Fathers and marvelous gift to
the infinite.

1. Words of our Beloved Prophet
Words brought back from October 7th
by Jade E
A change for the Chosen
Transmitted by Sophie B

2. Serving the Elohim and their Prophets
A tribute to Rael
by Marie Helene

Through it, we read, drink the words of Our cherished
Prophet to better imitate and love him, through it we
learn to better serve our Fathers and their Prophets,
through it qualities of the Angels are discovered,
deeply explored, through it we go and meet new
female universes and offer them this message of love,
through it we listen what animates our Chosen
Sisters, through it we pray, through it we exchange
our questions, our desires and listen to the higher
answers of our sisters Angels and Archangels.

The communication is the engine of the
action, the better our communication will be,
the better we will be efficient and
harmonious.

3. Angelic Qualities
Purity
by Karine C
4. Inciting Vocations
You whom I do not know
by Karine C
5. Chosen of the Elohim
To be a chosen of the Elohim
by Sy/vie C

6. Prayers and Meditations
Angel's Feathers is an excellent means of
action and communication between us, and it
depends on us to have it filled of all the
angelic qualities loved by our Fathers the
Elohim.
Good reading.
Karine

What is prayer?
by Nathalie B
7. Changes in the Angel's Order
Nominations and changes
8. Events
Seminars in Europe
by Martine L
Feed back from the reunion in Montreal
from Shizue K
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1. Words of our Beloved Prophet
Words brought back from October 7th
by Jade E

"The more I act by my thoughts and the love
which I release, the more I act on Others "
RAEL
October ,7th, in Valcourt, 1 was there! This is why I
wish to share with you the words of our Beloved
Prophet. We do not think often enough of the
Elohim, Rael says :

This same day, we took an additional step towards the
embassy when our Beloved Prophet was interviewed
by 2 Jewish journalists sent by Leon.

For the first time, October 7th 54 AH, the
last of the Prophets could finally speak to the
Jewish people!
I hope to have transcribed the most accurately
possible the words of our Beloved Prophet and 1 send
you all my love.

Jade
A change for Chosen angels

" We are tempted to think of the Elohim
when everything goes wrong, for our
sorrows, it is a pity... We should think of the
Elohim when everything goes well, and
dedicate to them our best moments, it is an
act of conscience.
We should think of our Fathers when we
want to jump of joy, to cry in front of a
landscape, to laugh like a child...
You cannot imagine what is the look in the
eyes of the Elohim, all the greatest
tenderness, the greatest delicacy, all the
greatest respect that you can imagine is
nothing compared to the true look in the eyes
of the Elohim...
You are also all that, there is the same thing
in your eyes, but life made you forget about
it...

Before, a Chosen who had abandoned her pink
feather had to wait seven years before being able to
ask to be a Chosen again, but now this period is
reduced to one year!
Transmitted by Sophie B.

2.Serving the Elohim and their Prophets

My dear Prophet whom I love
You, who delivered me from my chains
Here you find my love in a poem
Rael, I admire you so much
My prophet whom I honour
Every day I think
About this major privilege
That I could walk
On this ground touched by your feet

To think that each one of us is important is
fundamental for their mission, when you forget it, try
to imagine the look in the eyes of our Fathers and
think of their EYES."
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" Think of their eyes ... " Rael
From the sky, you are the nicest gift
Who wraps us up with the halo
Of brightening Conscience from the very
High
Rael, you are my guide of infinity
The one who gave me life
Because before I existed
But now I know
Why I am on this earth
It is to welcome our Fathers
You bring us the light
And also the keys which open all doors
And you transport us to the stars
Rael, I am humbly at your service
Being a rose from your garden and a novice

universe of infinity which is itseif composed
of infinity.
Purity is fragile, it is this glass filled with
clear water which can become cloudy
if only one drop of black ink comes gliding in it,
conscience will avoid you those impurities.
Let you lead by your feeling, it is the guard
of your purity, the fertilizer of your inner
garden, of which you are the gardener.
Purity should be cultivated every day, it's a
delicate work which requires patience and
discipline.
Purity is the seed of a day and the rose of a
whole life full of an eternal love, your love.
Karine

Thank you for your wise patience
When I show few conscience
I praise the day when you were born
Because hope was given to us
Happy Birthday Rael,
My prophet from the sky
You, the one who is eternal
i love you
Marie-Hélène

4. Inciting vocations
You, whom 1 don't know yet, how could I
meet you and offer you this wonderful
message of love?
HOW?
By enlarging my circle of acquaintances,
which will enlarge my circle of friends,
which will itself enlarge my circle of
intimate friends in which I'm waiting for
you...

3. Angelic qualities
IN WHICH MANNER ?
Purity is like white snow, like the laughter
of a baby who laughs because he is alive.
Purity is in the honesty of human being, in
his listening to others, in the prideless look
of a child who is, only because he lives in a

By increasing the pleasures in my raelian
life, going out dancing, or bowling, or ice
skating, or being part of an association of
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sport, or an artistic or humanitarian association...

Living as a Chosen is never forgiving that 1 am a
work of the Elohim,

WHY ?
Because in this way I meet a lot of women to
whom I can talk about the messages and
about the Angel Order of Rael.

I am a Chosen and my life has changed,
I am a Chosen and my self has changed.
I am a Chosen and the look in my eyes has changed, I
am a Chosen and I am,

I open my raelian life to the outside and I am
the image of the messages by imitating my
cherished Prophet Rael.

I am a Chosen and 1 am aware of the traps
due to my choice in order to welcome them
serenely,

Karine

I am a Chosen and the way to remain serene is to
develop a discipline, the discipline of a Chosen,

i

5. Chosen of the Elohim
To be a Chosen of the Elohim

Deciding to be a Chosen is a great and
conscient personnal choice,
Deciding to be a Chosen is deciding not to
have sexual partners,
Deciding to be a Chosen is to restrict one's sexuality
but not to stop it,

Deciding to be a Chosen is loving without
expecting anything in return... whatever it
might be,
Deciding to be a Chosen is living a different
level of love.
Deciding to be a Chosen is rising
unceasingly into one's spirituality,
Deciding to be a Chosen is above all giving one's life
to the Elohim and to Rael,

Living as a Chosen is praying all time,
Living as a Chosen is thinking one is a
Chosen all time,
Living as a Chosen is never forgiving that Rael is
among us,

The discipline of a Chosen is giving love to
the others but also to myself, distributing my
love to all the people I meet, without
restriction and being aware that I will not
have anything in return,
I am a Chosen and lam here for all that! The
Elohim made me into this tool of love ;
Today, September 30th, anniversary day of
my beloved prophet's birth.
I dedicate this instant of prayer to the being
who was the first to be chosen,, who Is our
model.
The being who chose to give his life to his
Father who is in the sky.
The being who gives and gives back his love
without restriction, with all his conscience,
with all his being, without expecting
anything in return.
I choose to dedicate my life to this being full
of love and inspiration and I choose to
imitate him !
Syivie C
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|_

In Asia (Korea)

6 Prayers and meditations
Yeon Sook Lee

What is prayer ?
One day, someone endowed with a
wisdom wrote "You pray when you
distress or when you need something;
you will also pray when completely
and in, your days of plenty ".

lot of
are in
I wish
happy

You should often pray, for prayer is a hymn
to bliss.
Prayer is like a temple, if you only enter this
temple to ask something you will not
receive. Prayer is a present, a gift you offer
to the Elohim, it is a flower from your inner
garden, it is the most beautiful one. It is rich
in colors, pleasure and feeling of infinity.
Nathalie B

% Exit from the Order
In Europe
Rizia Aubinaud-Horter (resigned the
structures)
Monique Goots(excluded from sir)
Dominique Lauvray (suspended for I year)
<> Changes*
In Europe
Naima Ait Khouaou
2 pink feathers, GR to 2 white feathers GR
Valérie Lefèvre
2 pink feathers, GR to 2 white feathers, GR

7. Changes in the Angel Order
Novelties
"

1 while feather

Benvinda Livramento
1 pink feather to 1 white feather
Angela Toeschi
1 pink feather to 1 white feather

Nominations,
Welcome to:

Angèle Listchgy
/ pink feather to 1 white feather

In Europe
Ghislaine Zozio1 white feather
Valerie Julliot 1 white feather, GR
Elena Del CarloI white feather, GR
In America
Pierrette Pellerin
Chris Zufferey
Lise Roussel
Helene Munger
Guylaine Turner

2 white feathers
2 white feathers
2 white feathers
1 white feather
1 white feather
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8. Events

" Raël

Feed back of Shizue's words at the
angel's meeting in Montreal.

Seminar in Europe
© J-16!
Quick ! Quick ! Book now if you have not done
< yet !t

To go where ?
To Lyon.
Why ?
You don't know that the European
seminar will be hold on December 4th and
5th? You must not miss it for any reason !
And you know what? the sweet and
angelic Sophie Barathieu will honor us
with her presence .
And if I'm not part of the European
continent, can I come?
If you want! We would be so happy to
welcome you among us!
For any booking, contact our wingy
Nadiaiie Seille at:

xxxxxx@cl ub-internet. fr.
Come numerous! We are waiting for you !
Martine L

During a reunion in Montreal Superior
Angel Shizue told us how huge is the
importance to read again and again the
message of the Angel Order and the prayer
everyday, and also to read again the
message of December 13th 51 AH.
The details in this messages are numerous.
Among themat the beginning of the
message of the Angel Order, it is mentioned
that" Time is passing and the Great Moment
is ineluctably coming... Our arrival is for
soon". So the first thing to do is to prepare
ourselves. And from that point, we can
discover what we can do for our Beloved
Prophet and our Creators.

And she added that it is our choice to be
angel, for the Elohim ask us whether we
want to serve them. When we read the
message of the Angel Order and that we
decide to become angel, it is because we
want to give more of ourselves .
We all have talents. So what can I give to the
Angel Order and how can I help Rael ? We
always have to seriously ask us these 2
questions. We must perform concrete actions
for the Angel Order and for Rael.
She also asked us some pertinent questions
to help us to discover our talents and what
we could offer to Rael.
Since we are angels: is there anything changed in our
personal lite ? Is there anything changed to our Angel
life? And as an angel what wouid I like to do for
Rael?
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She also said we should always wear our
feathers in all occasions (celebrations,
meetings ,etc.) and even outside the raelian
activities if we like.
Rael mentioned to the French Angels that
from now on, every time he will see us
without our feathers for any reasons, he will
take us one feather off, and if we only have
one feather, well we will not have any
feathers.
We must wonder why the Elohim ask us to
wear these feathers, the number the
color. Feathers remind us to be more
feminine, that we are Angels, that we can
improve things, and that we can help other
women
from Shizue (related by ? )
Editorial team
> Karine(Editor in chief)
kxxxxx@iname .com
> Martine(assistant)
mxxxxxx@club-internet.fr
> Ele(assistant)
xxxxxn@aol.com
Under the leardership of Sophie B.
xxxxxxswissonline.ch
Version : Format US Letter
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"To be angel is to be illuminated..." Rael

Editorial

V

Synopsis

ery beautiful Chosen and Angels, I propose
a special number to you centered on the
marvelous formation of the Angels in
Valcourt, on November 6th and 7th, 54

1. Words of our Beloved Prophet
^

A.H.

What a pleasure, thanks to the beautiful feather of our
sweet sister O'rev, to be able to share the teaching of
Our Beloved Prophet, received by our Canadian
sisters.

2. Event
^

Thank you to you, O'rev, to make us share your
pleasure and to offer this marvelous gift to us.

Text written by O' rèv according to the words of
Our Beloved Prophet during the formation of the
angels, November 6th and 7th, 54 A.H..

Report of the training of the angels in Valcourt,
on November 6th and 7th. 54 A.H, written by 0'
rev.

This number contains oniy two headings, because of
the importance and of the beauty of the texts which
make it up.
That the richness of these pages illuminates your
life....
Karine

"To be better beings of light "
According to the words of our Beloved Prophet retranscribed by O'rev

The thought, the being
Our Beloved Prophet, you told us, this summer, that the thought was attached to the past and was keeping us away
from the being... Does this means that one should not think any more?
It is a question of priorities and balance.
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"To be angel is to be illuminated..." Rael
As well as one cannot spend time eating or drinking (for that would destroy our organism), it is
not wise to spend time thinking. When one eats, one does not drink and when one sleeps, one
does not pray... It is necessary to keep a balance. To think is useful, of course, but it should not
be all the time, because it is not to be.
It is a question of priorities : one can choose to take time to eat as well as to take time to think.
The society of today believes that the intelligence is in the thought: it is mistaken, the intelligence
is in the being. When one thinks one is not. The thought is useful, but one should not only think.
The m6re one is not in the thought, the more one is in the being.
The more one is, the faster and the righter is our thought.
The more one thinks, the more our thought is distorted by the analysis, the judgement.
One then loses the panoramic vision of the reflection.
One can be while thinking : I call that the supra-conscience. One is and says to oneself: 'There, I
need to think ", and this, while keeping to be presently. When one has the panoramic vision, one
loosens its tension. When one is in the thought, one focuses. When one is annoyed, one sees
less...
The thought cuts intelligence.
We must keep the freshness of the children. We are poisoned by people who thought small
" I am very happy that you develop this religiosity related to the Being. The Elohim are happy that you are
connected with them. Try to make them feel that you are with them. "

The order of Angels is a strategy, it is very important.
We must always be ready, to live each day as if the Elohim would arrive tomorrow.
IF IT WAS TOMORROW...
It is necessary to be aware in our heart that it is tomorrow.

To be angel is to be illuminated.
We are responsible for our illumination
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"To be angel is to be illuminated..." Rael

* Illumination comes from the Elohim.
Light always comes from the Elohim, but everyday light comes from ourselves.
We can be surrounded by light and still be dark, be down in the middle of a Held of roses...
"They have got eyes but they can't see... They have got ears but they can't hear...''
Material wealth brings unawareness: Because multi millionaires are not.
Some people coasted along prophets but didn't understand while being close to the light.

We have to use our senses. Not to use our senses is senseless.
How is it possible to extinguish while being so close to the light? You dare being sad, arid have
doubts ?
Light is in us , and comes from the inside.
If someone says while talking about our beloved prophet: " He is only a man" we have to
intervene :" No he is not only a human being, he is the Elohim on earth. We have to take
advantage of the light and the spirit that he brings."
Humility when talking about the person of Rael can only come from himself.
Only Rael can talk about himself saying :" I'm just a man.", nobody else.
Rael does nothing like everyday people, he does everything in a religious way: One can go to the
water closet in a religious way...
The angels should be the caretakers of this light.
The Angels should be the caretakers, the reminders of light and conscience.
They should remind all these things to Raelians. The guides, the Angels and the Raelians should
be more aware of that. Human beings need recalls, Raelians too. We are called by something
bigger. We forget too often what we are experiencing and who we are experiencing with: So Let
us learn to recall that between ourselves, with love and kindness. Let us learn as well to thank
those who recall us:" Are you really in the light? "
We permanently have the choice between to be or not to be. Golden ribbons are elected to be golden ribbons. Golden
ribbons make a personal choice of sexuality or non sexuality.
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We should be eternally young, as they created us because the creation of the Elohim was not made to gross old. It's
more beautiful to welcome them with what's most beautiful, thus the most beautiful and young raelian girls. Ihey
don't demand it. One can be any age, and have any level of conscience and be an Angel ... but, our ream spirit leads
us to choose the most beautiful and conscious ones and to offer them on the day of the big come back. It's the oldests
job to prepare the golden ribbons, to illuminate them for that wonderful day. They will be a wonderful gift,
representative of this humanity.

"Rael, are you the first Prophet of the infinite?"
"Since 1975, I am Prophet of the infinite. It's the most beautiful gift from the Elohim, telling us about the infinite.
it's the first time the Elohim give such a clear message about the infinite. The other prophets had another message."
Before, technology wouldn't allow us to understand. Do we diserve to be anything else but dust ?

* The beauty of silence
The more people are of great personal worth, the most beautiful silence is.The more the persons who surround us
have a beautiful conscience, the more silent they are. Keeping silent with people who have many brilliant things to
saymakesthissilenceofagreatvalue.
Let's not make the mistake of keeping talking all the time. We can spend 15 minutes in silence without asking any
questions, when we gather to be with the Elohim. Let us spend 3 or 4 minutes in silence between each sentence.
When a sentence is bright, let's make it ours and let's give ourselves 5 min. before saying something as beautiful as it
is.
This society of thinking leads to bla-bla-bla. It's very important to give ourselves silent moments (not when alone, it
would be too easy) but when we are with others. There is so much light and love just in a presence. When we are too
much info bla-bla-bla, let's take the others' hand in silence because silence brings peace.
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* A training for Beings of light
Speak only if what you have to say is more beautiful than silence... and silence is so beautiful!

If you are not, if you don't have light that comes from the inside, you are going to be unhappy,
you are going to depress. It is difficult to be something else than alone. It is beautiful vvlien
people that are alone, meet.
When one is not comfortable alone, it is because one is not When one is well alone, after, one can go with others and
one doesn't nearly speak. Those that bla-bla-bla... are not, and when they find themselves alone, they are not They
lack this light that comes from the inside. They sometimes hide it behind the conviviality. One can, in spite of ail, be
with others, at the same time, and at the same place.

The truth then, it is to BE.. .with others. Speed is not contrary to harmony.
Harmony, it is to do as many things as possible, as quickly as possible, without stress, with pleasure. It appears in
daily life, in action, when one is capable to make more and more things well while remaining in harmony. We can
judge the harmony in the action and the religiosity leads us to the harmony, helps us to build the harmony.

Interior light always harmonizes.
Our challenge: to be in harmony, QUICKLY.
It is easy to seem intelligent in silence... only, the beautiful objective is to find some more
beautiful things to say than silence, to find as many as possible...quickly. One associates
harmony with what is slow: is a hummingbird less harmonious than a snail? All is harmonious!
We have all different speeds. It is up to us to do as quickly as possible, still in harmony. We must
make an optimal utilization of the capacities of our brain. Being slow does not improve the brain.
Religiosity leads us to harmony.

Scientists discovered that: those who think that it is normal to lose their faculties, lose them more
quickly. Those that don't want to undergo changes when aging remain younger. If we think that
our motivity is going to remain excellent until our death, then we have good chances that it
remain. Because of this, we must: make connections, have activities, and that, as quickly as
possible, to think quickly, to speak quickly... quickly, well and in harmon)', to associate thought,
word and action.
To be motionless, in the silence, at 100%. To live deeply the absence of thought, the communication with birds., to
be then in depth in our activities.
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* Hunting
Rael likes to have a contact with food, with everything he eats, be it an animal or a carrot : " We
have to pull the carrot out very quickly too, if we don't want to make it suffer', lie shoots the
animal with a very religious attitude and he shoots only if he is sure, to kill it instantly, and not to
make it suffer.
Life in itself implies the death of something else. It is very beautiful to only eat animals that did
not suffer, but for now it is a luxury.
We musi make sure that the food we will eat will not suffer or as little as possible. We must be the deer. Raei prefers
potted plants to cut plants because it is a sacrifice to cut a rose, but it is also beautiful to sacrifice out of love.

^ Dealing with stress
We must be aware of our body. A sigh, a yawn? We must stop at the first yawn. The body will adjust little by little.
We must go step by step to gain more and more strength. This is true for everything: let's increase a little more each
time, otherwise we might burnout. We cannot do a 43-km marathon without training, as for stress, it is exactly the
same.

We must try to do as many things as possible, as quickly as possible, without stress. Physically,
one can be exhausted, but one must get organised. All stressed up I am not totally myself
anymore: harmony comes first.
When 1 feel that this is happening to me, I must admit it: " I'm tired, I don't think I'm efficient,
can wc re-schedule? Another solution is to disconnect. We are the only one responsible for our
stress. "I hope that during the seminar, the little angels are going to do things very quickly and in
harmony." said Rael.
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Angels' Sex
The angels who will have the opportunity to welcome the Elohim must act as if it were for
tomorrow, thinking about their sexual life as well.
They are waiting for their fiances from space, tomorrow. "If I were a woman 1 would be an angel
that's for sure", Rael told us. To train, to beautify, and to enlighten the golden ribbons is a
collective work. Love them, surround them, participate to beautify their inner self, as well as their
appearances. Among yourself develop external beauty, beautify yourself together, and help each
other. Let the golden ribbons inner beauty glow...let their make- up enhance their beauty ...
Older angels can give tips to golden ribbons... teaching them to love, TO give to those that we
love. Teaching them, like geishas do, how to give pleasure.
You must learn as well how to give pleasure to oneself, to become an expert in self-love, an.
expert with vibrators, to be totally blossomed and autonomous. And how to give pleasure to a
sexual partner.
We must work so that, moved by something even greater, we do not become paralysed by
emotion (meeting with the Elohim as well as meeting with Rael).
Emotion must be a driving force for the passion of giving.
Let's develop ourselves in order to become experts and to make the Elohim happy.
O 'rev
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2. Event: a dream training in autumn colors
From a report of the Canadian Angels'training, by O'rèv
he sun is shinning on autumn colours fading away, day after day.. Yes, it is a little chilly and The colours are
falling on the ground, the branches are becoming bare... Today, the light focuses on she original light, close
to Our Beloved Prophet...in our small angel's nest, in Valcourt.

First training of the year, we are thirty little angels gathered around our new leader for Canada,
our delightful Sylvie C.
Angels and Chosens from Japan, Korea and New Zealand were present, as well as some angels
from France, newly settled in Canada,.
The different colours of each one of us were a sign that the exchange of knowledge and
experience was going to be useful to build and fulfill our beautiful mission, together.
Sylvie, our leader and animator for the weekend, gave us the tone by inviting us to he at the
service of Our Prophet, to give him without expectation.
To make his life more beautiful, in giving oneself, without expecting anything in return. To give
him even when he's not there.
Our Beloved Prophet's wonderful companion, Sophie, conducted pail of Saturday afternoon
meeting. She shared with us, her experience of different organisations in various countries. letting
us know of the positive sides and informing us of the things to improve.
She also continued that the best attitude is not to expect anything from Raël. "We love him so much that we're
expecting and even sometimes, we take some of his time (.../...) he's going to give us anyway. Sometimes we want
to give ...but in doing so, we take instead."
As an example, she mentioned the little shows that we organise sometimes. "To give love, is very good, but when
everything is prepared at the last minute, we're taking his time. It's a lack of respect to present him a show that is
not completely ready. Better have an evening to be... with him, without a show, than taking one's time and one's
love to present him performances that are not good enough for him.
Ou: most beautiful gift was to have Our Beloved Prophet among us, Saturday afternoon, after an interview he had
given to a foreign channel (television)... and we did have the great joy of cooking for him, as well as the benefits of
his presence. What a memorable evening for all of us!
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"To be angel is to be illuminated..," Rael
Sunday morning, we experienced beautiful emotions gathered around Syivie. who brilliantly helped us to be
conscious of the small things that we still need to improve. The emphasis was put on the importance of team spirit.
which we must cultivate in order to allow the golden ribbons, chosen by our Prophet, 10 be even more beautiful.:
more experienced and closer to him.

Following this, we got together for the contact with the Elohim, at UFOland, where the regional
monthly gathering was held.
Our Prophet was present, what a joy!
To his suggestion, and under the impulse of Sylvie, we did have the opportunity to watch the TV
broadcast from October 26th 54 AH, with Jean-Luc Mongrain, of Tele Quatre-Saisons. The seven
minutes live interview with Rael was about the marketing of Top Model's eggs over the internet.
Our Prophet had quickly sent a press release to the media to inform them of his support of this
initiative.
Taking advantage of our meal to improve our skills to wait at tables, we did have the pleasure,
under Anouchka's supervision, to serve the guides, part of our Order.
In the afternoon, a little Geisha named Sophie initiated us to the art of love.
We concluded this wonderful weekend with Sylvie's proposition of a meditation on self-love.
She then, guided us towards the sky with her voice in a prayer dedicated to Our Creators...
Just before our departure from Valcourt, Our Beloved Prophet in his great generosity, distributed
part of his hunting trophy to a few angels, deer meat, and even shared a few recipes.
Thank you to our Prophet to have enlightened us with his presence, and his words: thank you to
Sophie, thank you to Syivie, for this unforgettable weekend.
O'rev

Editorial team
Karine(chief editor)
xxxxxx@iname.com
. Martine (assistant)
xxxx@club-internet.fr
Ele (assistant)
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Editorial
On this wonderful month of December the desire to
shout :

Synopsis
1. Words of our Beloved Prophet.
V "Angels and Media"
Report by Sylvie . Excerpts from
our Beloved Prophet ¥s words.

"LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL"

2. Serving the Elohim and their Prophets
"Through the eyes of a child from Africa !'
by Baleykci

arises deep down in my heart.

S

When i hear our Prophet Rael talking as he does
during December 13th's meeting at " La Bourboule ",
for me. this privilege is a hymn to the Truth., to the
Way ar.d to Life

3. Angelic Qualities

My life as an Angel, I want it to be an
example of Love, of Truth and of Being.
Our fathers gave us a message and a
messenger, Our Beloved Prophet Now what
are we waiting for to make changes!

S

"Let's talk about harmony"
by Shizue K

4. Inciting Vocations
S "To conform in order to create links" by
Karine C
5. Chosen of the Elohim
S

"Chosen and sex"
by Sophie B

Do we want to be ready for their return?
Let's forget about words and let's take
action !

6. Prayers and Meditations
S "Words can destroy purity..."
by Lisa S

Let's feel what is alive inside of us and let
our heart shine over our lives.

7. Changes in the Angel's Order

Life is wonderful! It is up to us, angels of
today, angels of tomorrow, to make a poem
out of it, in order to bring humanity on the
right path to the Golden Age.

•S Nominations et changes
by Karine C

8. Theme Articles
• "To be an Angel"
by Marline L

Enjoy your reading!...
Karine
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I

JL Words of our Beloved Prophet
v Angels and Media

The existence of the Order of Angels has
started reaching the outside and it risks
causing certain curiosity among the media.
Here are our prophet's directives on this
matter:
"My instructions concerning the press and the
Order of Angels are to thank you for never
accepting any interview on this topic.

If there are questions about the order of
angels merely say that the Order of Angels
is a religious order composed of Raelian
women, that's all.
We don't have to add anything else. We are
there to speak of the messages... not to give
pleasure to trouble makers."
You can contact me at all times for
precisions or questions.
On the other hand, it appears to me that our
prophet's order is clear.
A lot of love to you all!
Sylvle C, Rael's attaché
(xxxxxxxxx@aei.ca)

2. Serving the Elohim and their Prophets

TO BE !.To be pure, natural, true as can be
our sister Bakeyla who is in charge of the
Angels' Order in Africa.
Thank you dear sister.
Martine L
TO BE L. Bakeyla is ...our sister, angels of
Africa are... in this text imbued of humility,
of simplicity, we feel the pure expression of
love that lives within their hearts for our
Dear Prophet, and for our Fathers the
Elohim.
Africa, land of the sun, is in the image of our
sisters, full of purity, innocence and rare and
infinite beauty.

Karine C
Meeting of the Angels of Africa,.....

During the African seminar, the Angels met
each day. and talked about qualities and
learnt from each other.
So, each one explained how she felt being an
angel and how she would like to live this
new life and what she would like to learn.
That's how, during the African seminar, we
learnt to serve our Bishop Guides so that, we
would feel more at ease when we would be
serving our Beloved Prophet.
We also learnt how to pray."
Bakeyla
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3. Angelic Qualities
v

Raël's definition of harmony is : "Quick,
efficient, without any stress."

Let's talk about harmony

Politeness is just a decoration, if we truly love, if we
trust one another, we don't need decoration.

When Rael sends a mail, he only writes :
"Hello Lear, can you do this...please...love
Raël"
It's the same thing when we ask for
something, we don't need to excuse
ourselves but just say please, do it.

Angels need to move their wings very fast
like hummingbirds. "The hummingbird is
totally in harmony with its incredible speed.
It's the same thing for people who practice
martial arts, breaking a board with one hand,
if they don't have the speed with the
harmony the board won't break. Quickness is
very important.

The one that receives the request should say thank
you, thank you for giving me your trust.

Love

I have plenty of things to do, but thank you
for your trust and your request.

Shizue K

People mistake the speed of execution and harmony,
they use harmony to justify doing things slowly, but
in fact they are just lazy. It's easy to simply sit down
and keep one's harmony, I'd rather see angels without
make up than angeis with a great make up but no
glass of water.

Laziness is good as long as v/e do what we
have to do quickly, so we can appreciate
having nothing left to do.
People use words in their own way, harmony
is more important than the goal, the
definition of harmonious people isn't correct.
Because of this word, people walk slowly
even though we need speed.

4. Inciting Vocations
s To join to create links and be closer to the women
around us...
Today the year 2000 is approaching, 1
sometimes realise I am running after a goal
that takes me away from what 1 really am: to
be, to be the image of the Messages, of my
Fathers the Elohim.
I think that in order to spread the Messages
today, we've got to slow down and take
better care of the people who surround us
and particularly our sisters of the Earth. To
be more conformed, to listen better, to get
closer to them, to take the time to meet and
get to know them and to listen to them.
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We must conform to this society of the 20th
century, conscience is to be able to adapt to
what we experience.

5. Chosen of the Elohim
S Chosen and Sex!

We must help these women who only
understand a part of the message, be patient,
help them make links with us, to teach them
how to know us and to love us.

Hello my sisters,

To achieve (his we must take time for
ourselves, get together to "be" to take care of
ourselves, to develop our Angel's qualities
and be Angels for humanity.
Thanks to humility, know how to give
without waiting (for anything in return), give
to others, to those who surround us so that
they can discover us, appreciate us and one
day become the Angels of tomorrow.

One day, a man comes to me to excuse
himself for a lack of respect towards me.
Astonished, I asked him in what way he
showed disrespect towards me, and he
answers that he went around naked in front
of me, and as I am a Chosen, I could
therefore have been troubled to see him.

We must go out, go to them and get down
from our beautiful mountains which
sometimes can seem to be out of reach
because they are too high, too fast. Let us
share our values, spirituality and love with
them.
Make friends and give them time and careful
listening.
Create around us a universe of love in the
image of our Fathers'.
Karine C

Here are two anecdotes of my life of Chosen
of the Elohim...

On another occasion at a guidesmeeting. I
was dressed up " sexy " and one of the men
said to me: " is it a test for you to get dressed
sexy like that? "
In both cases, I of course answered by
explaining how I live my sexuality and what
it represents for me.
As the misunderstanding seems to me to be
frequent (even on behalf of guides for I
believe that it is not a question of "level "
it's necessary to be a Chosen to really
understand and feel what it's like, or to have
received explanations to be able to
understand what it is like), I propose to share
with you my answers about my way of living
and of considering " Sex ".
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It might make something resound in you and
you may say to yourself: "But it's of course,
what i feel too! "
1 am not at all prudish or modest, even if I
wish to be even more angelic, pure and
virtuous (according to the dictionary, they all
are synonyms, however they have nothing to
do with one another!). The sight of a naked
man does not disturb me at all. Why should
it be? Should it awake a sexual desire in me
which is prohibited to me? Not at all! If
that was to be the case and that I experienced
contlict and suffering against this desire, the
problem would be for me and not at all for
the naked man in front of me. He is
perfectly free (and besides so am I) and he
should not have even excused himself.

For mc, there is no more " sex " in a naked
man that in a bunch of flowers and I can also
admire them both, beauties of the creation of
the Elohim.
It is the same thing when I dress " sexy ".
Others can see " sexual provocation " in it.
My taste to dress like this is to simply
emphasize my harmonious curves, to feel
beautiful, feline, which is a sensual pleasure
for me, choosing according to me and not for
others.
Since I am a Chosen, my vision has really
changed a lot.
I completely assume my sexuality by living
it intensely, alone. So I see men and women
like human beings, much more human than

More human lor I no longer see in others a
means of filling a need (or a desire) and do
not expect them (especially men, " objects''
of desire...) to play my games. But it is
simply my vision which has changed., and
that changes really everything.
What a release! What independence! What
a saving of time and energy! What strength
it gives me to no longer be dependant on
others for my sexual satisfaction ! What
fortune to be able to differently live my
relation with others!
To those who say to me that I do live my
sexuality completely, I answer that there is the same
incomprehension as for a heterosexual who does not
understand a homosexual because they are not
"excited" or do not find " sexy " a human being of the
"complementary " sex ('As if we were incomplete).

My orgasms are marvelous and I dedicate
them to the Elohim as I dedicate all my joys
and my whole life to them. To be a Chosen,
it is a state of being, an attitude and also
another vision of life.
For the men, who at another time would
have been in my fantasies, now I feel a great
deal of tenderness.
The message of the Elohim. that their name
be sanctified, opened lor me another way. in
all the possible ways, by breaking two purely
cultural paradigms: the one of the " relation
of the couple " and the one of the "pure and
asexual religious vocation ".
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"Life is beautiful..." Rael, Prophet of the infinite.

This message, by including a sexual
dimension in the religious vocation, has as a
matter of fact revealed in me what I had not
been able 10 apprehend until now:
A deeply religious vocation binding me lovingly
and carnaly to our Creators the Elohim and to
their Prophets.

There are the heterosexual women (who love
men), the homosexual ones (who love
women), and there are the religiosexual ones
(Chosen of the Elohim).
A homosexual is not attracted by men and does not
.suffer from a deprivation of their love. A Chosen of
the Elohim should not either have suffering or
frustration because if it is the case, she would live it
like a prison and not like a release or another possible
way.

I do not know, but in all cases 1 want re live
it at 1000% and I wish you to live free and
happy, whatever the color you choose!
Whatever the way, I wish you to know a
happiness equal to mine !
Elohim, thank you for so much Love, thank
you for this marvellous gift! I love you
more than my life.
Sophie B

6. Prayers and Meditations

j

Words can destroy purity...
During the guide's seminar, on Sunday we were very
enthusiastic about the discussion.

To be a Chosen is not an objective to be
reached, it is simply a color which one
expresses and who is neither better nor
higher, but simply different.

Rael said quietly, it is going to be 11
o'clock, it is time for the contact. Our
Beloved Prophet closed his eyes and the
guides followed.

Can we discover in ourselves this color by
changing the vision about others and being
autonomous in our sexuality?

The room filled itself of 30 seconds of
silence, we heard the soft voice of Rael:

Perhaps the comparison between hetero and
homosexuality is only a different way to live
sexuality; for if we know that being hetero or
homo is genetically programmed, is this also
the case for Chosen who discover this
vocation?

" That is sufficient, it does not need to he
long, words can destroy the purity of our
feelings. Just send your purest love "'
The words of our Beloved Prophet touched
me so deeply. It was the most marvellous
contact that I had ever experienced.
When I opened my eyes, rears roiled down
my face.
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I received a lot of questions as regards
Angels and prayer.

7. Changes in the Angel's Order
S Changes

Reel told us that Angels should pray all time,
but sometimes we don't know how to do it.
Several Angels have created different
prayers, it is marvellous. But, are we so
concerned by the shape that we forget the
truth and even the essence of it?

In America
Marie-Helene Parent: from 3 pink feather; to 3 white
feathers (it's a momentary change for persona; reason
with the approval of Our Beloved Prophet:),

8. Theme Articles
What Rael told the guides, in a few words
was (he true sense of prayer. Thank you very
much dear Beloved Prophet.

s To be an Angel

Most people try to pray tlirough a level of
thought that creates only the atmosphere,
creating the atmosphere only stops
conscience. Rael teaches us "to be".

To be angel, it is to vibrate to the breach of wind to
intoxicate oneself with the perfume of a rose, to go
into ecstasy facing the beauty of a sunset.. to feel from
the deepest of every celll the marvelous taste of an
exotic fruit to become a symphony with the sound of
a guitar... and even more, while practicing all these
pleasures, while meditating, to feed the Infinite, that I
am the infinite and that I become you.

It is a marvelous feeling just to trust the
infinite and to reach the state of being where
oui love will reach the Elohim.

There is no need for words, I feel all your
thoughts better than if I was to hear them

During every day of
reflections, our words,
every action become a
we can say that we
Angels".

our life, when our
our movements, and
prayer in itself, then
have become "real

Angels should pray ail the time
I send you my pure love.
Lisa S

To be angel, is also to hear someone's
distress and offer hini a hand. Merely, when
I offer him this hand, this is not to make
myself be loved by him... oh. no!... I offer
him a hand to help him grow and to free
himself of my help. ) offer him a hand to
help him fly on its own and to detach
himself from me.

To be angel, is to understand that this pi one:
is so beautiful, chat the human beings,
creation of the Eiohim. are good by nature
and that the suffering is only generated by
ignorance that will have made them hateful
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"Life is beautiful..." Rael, Prophet of the infinite.

Then. I must smile, to give iove, to be
patient and to cany the word of the Elohim
everywhere it can be heard.

you, at your arrival, the most beautiful gift
that the infinite can propose: PURE LOVE
that doesn't expect anything in mum.

To be angel, is also to understand that the
masculine values and the law of the
strongest are excessively obsolete to open us
the doors of the garden of Eden.

Mine will be just as strong man theirs and I
will offer it to you in their shadow, it is true
that only the youngest, the most beautiful.,
the most awaken among us deserve you.

I must understand therefore that in each
women we meet exists a piece of the big
truth of the Elohim.

Martine L

Editorial Team

Then, I will hold their hands while telling
them: "Come, rny sisters, you are those who
will be able to contribute in saving the
world.'"
To be angel, is to praise and to pray our
tattlers each day thanking them infinitely
while getting ready to welcome them.
Thank you, my fathers, for this terrestrial
paradise.

* Karine(editor in chief)
xxxxx@iname.com
* Martine(assistant)
xxxxxxx@club-internet.fr
* Ele(assistant}
xxxxxxx@aol.com
Under the leardership of Sophie B.
xxxxxxxxxx@swissonline.ch
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Thank, you, my fathers, for having created us
in your image,
Thank you, my fathers, for having endowed
us with this marvellous faculty of love,
Thank you, my fathers, for having included
us in your big plan,
[hank you. my fathers, for having chosen us
for Levies of tomorrow,
Thank you, my fathers, and I commit myself,
with all the strength of my love, to work so
that your Chosen and Golden Ribbons offer
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